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WEATHER ALERT
Winter Storm Approaching on Thursday... Mainly dry conditions will be in place through Wednesday before our attention turns
to yet another winter storm that will approach Wednesday night / early Thursday morning. An initial push of mainly sleet (though
may be mixed with a bit of snow) arrives early Thursday morning and will likely be steady from the start. As temperatures
continue to warm aloft during the morning, this will cause any snow mixing in to give way to all sleet. This initial period will likely
be where a good portion of our accumulation falls, as precipitation is anticipated to turn a bit lighter during the afternoon. This will
allow for some freezing rain or drizzle to begin to mix in, which will bring a risk for ice accumulations on top of the snow / sleet.
Steadier precipitation likely returns during the evening and likely falls as a wintry mix of freezing rain / sleet through the
overnight. There still exists a bit of uncertainty with the overall totals of 1.5 - 3.5", as seeing more sleet will result in
accumulations on the lower end. However, the presence of sleet can still lead to plowable accumulations due to its dense nature.

OVERVIEW
Start Time End Time Total Snow/Sleet Confidence

Thursday 
2:00 AM - 5:00 AM

Friday 
4:00 AM - 7:00 AM 

Perhaps a returning
snow shower

1.5 - 3.5" 
Snow/Sleet 

Plus Coating - 0.10" of ice

0.5 - 1.5" 35%

1.5 - 3.5" 45%
3.5 - 6.0" 20%

PAVEMENT
DETAILS

Accumulation 0.5" - 2.5" Snow/Sleet First Inch May Not Occur

Comments Pavements can more easily cover at the onset due to cold grounds (esp. if precip
comes in steady), but treatment may still add some variability.

 

HAZARDS
Hazard Threat Description

Ice Moderate Minor refreeze risk tonight, though breezy winds should help dry things. Freezing rain
Thursday / Thursday night can lead to a Coating - 0.10" of ice.

Snowfall Rate Moderate Initial push of snow and / or sleet can reach rates of 0.5" to perhaps even 1" per hour
at times. Rates of snow / sleet decrease around midday and onward.

 

FORECAST

Tuesday Mainly staying dry under partly sunny skies. A rogue sprinkle possible late.
High near 50 | W winds 10 - 15 mph, gusts 25 - 35 mph

Tue Night Mainly clear.
Low 20 - 25 | NW wind 10 - 15 mph, gusts 25 - 35 mph

Wednesday Mostly sunny to start with high clouds filtering in late.
High in the mid 30s | NW wind 10 - 15 mph, gusts 20 - 25 mph early, then lessening

Wed Night
Turning cloudy with an initial push of sleet (may be mixed briefly with a bit of snow) arriving 2 - 5 AM.
Coating - 0.5" of Snow/Sleet
Low around 30

Thursday

Precip turns steadier, with any snow giving way to all sleet through the morning. Some freezing rain can
then begin to mix in towards the afternoon, with the wintry mix continuing into Thursday night before
tapering early Friday.
1.5 - 3.5" of Snow/Sleet  (Storm Total) | Coating - 0.10" of Ice
High 30 - 33

Forecaster: Megan McCarthy Next Update: Wednesday 6 - 7 AM

 

908-850-8600 | https://weatherworksinc.com/forecast_guide.pdf
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